Let's Play

Fold and draw

You will need

Printouts (below)
Pens or pencils

Remember to ask a grown-up for help

1. Start off by drawing in the top box. You can give Sid or Rebecca a hat or whatever you would like.

2. When you are finished, fold along the dotted line so that the top box is folded behind. Pass it on to the next person - they won’t be able to see what you have drawn.

3. The next person draws a body in the second box. Give Sid or Rebecca arms and a body and remember to draw slightly over the dotted line so that the next person knows where to start drawing the legs.

4. When the body is finished, fold the box back along the dotted line and pass to the next person to draw the legs and feet.

5. Finally, unfold the paper again and see what your silly outfit looks like!